Database
Migrations to AWS
Reduce your risk with certified experts
guiding your migration.
By 2022, Gartner predicts 75% of databases will be deployed to the cloud.
The benefits of the cloud — including increased capabilities, scalability
and flexibility — are driving organizations to transform and migrate to
cloud technologies, regardless of their size or industry. Unfortunately,
most companies lack the skills, competencies, experience or resources to
perform a migration while minimizing risk and avoiding downtime.
That’s where Rackspace Technology comes in. As part of the migration
service, Rackspace Technology will discuss your business goals, develop
a migration strategy, prepare a detailed migration plan, manage the
transformation and migration process and put each database back
into production.

Experts Dedicated to Your Success
Rackspace Technology is uniquely positioned to provide expertise, reduce
risk and increase overall confidence around reaching your database
migration and transformation goals. Database and AWS specialists will
assess your database environments and determine which set of AWS
services will fit your use-case. AWS services include Amazon Aurora,
Amazon RDS, Amazon Redshift and Amazon DynamoDB.

Key Benefits
• A customized, best-fit migration solution aligned to your business
goals and timeline
• Reduced risk and disruption with a team of AWS certified database
migration experts
• An efficient and predictable database move using a
proven methodology
• Accelerated innovation by focusing on the application rather
than the databases

Key Features
• Assessment workshop: The process starts with understanding your
database landscape through consultant-led workshops, taking into
account overall business goals and targets. The assessment includes
a detailed discovery of the current and future-state database
environments, as well as a deep dive into the database objects and
application touchpoints.

About Rackspace Technology™
Rackspace Technology is your trusted partner across
cloud, applications, security, data and infrastructure.
• A leader in the 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant for
Public Cloud Infrastructure Professional and
Managed Services, Worldwide
• 2,500+ cloud professionals
• 1,600 AWS technical certifications worldwide
• 14 AWS Competencies
• Hosting provider for more than half of
the Fortune 100
• 20+ years of hosting experience
• Customers in 120+ countries

Fanatical Experience™
Experts on your side, doing what it takes to
get the job done right. From first consultation
to daily operations, Rackspace Technology
combines the power of always-on service with
best-in-class tools and automation to deliver
technology when and how you need it.

Take the Next Step
Let’s talk about how Rackspace Technology
database migration expertise for AWS helps you
achieve your goals.
Learn more: www.rackspace.com/managed-aws/
capabilities/migration
Call: 1-800-961-2888

• Migration/transformation plan: Based on the findings of the
assessment workshop, database migration tooling output
and an overall migration and/or transformation plan is
developed and provided.
• Migration execution: Once a migration plan has been developed,
Rackspace Technology will lead the migration, leveraging a continuous
migration and transformation process for making changes and
validating the results to determine additional changes that might
be necessary. Once a steady state is achieved, full application and
database testing is performed and a successful switchover occurs.
• Manage and optimize: Rackspace Technology offers multiple options
to customers for the level of support they need for their database
environments. This includes infrastructure management, all the way to
the database itself.
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